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independent origin of multiple sex chromosomes
in two cofamiliar Erythrinidae fishes
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Abstract

Background: The Erythrinidae fish family is characterized by a large variation with respect to diploid chromosome
numbers and sex-determining systems among its species, including two multiple X1X2Y sex systems in Hoplias
malabaricus and Erythrinus erythrinus. At first, the occurrence of a same sex chromosome system within a family
suggests that the sex chromosomes are correlated and originated from ancestral XY chromosomes that were
either homomorphic or at an early stage of differentiation. To identify the origin and evolution of these X1X2Y sex
chromosomes, we performed reciprocal cross-species FISH experiments with two sex-chromosome-specific probes
designed from microdissected X1 and Y chromosomes of H. malabaricus and E. erythrinus, respectively.

Results: Our results yield valuable information regarding the origin and evolution of these sex chromosome
systems. Our data indicate that these sex chromosomes evolved independently in these two closed related
Erythrinidae species. Different autosomes were first converted into a poorly differentiated XY sex pair in each
species, and additional chromosomal rearrangements produced both X1X2Y sex systems that are currently present.

Conclusions: Our data provide new insights into the origin and evolution of sex chromosomes, which increases
our knowledge about fish sex chromosome evolution.
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Background
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) using whole
chromosome-specific probes (wcp) is an important cyto-
genetic tool to study the origin and evolution of sex
chromosomes in several organisms [1-8]. The diversity
of sex-determining mechanisms, as well as the absence
of heteromorphic sex chromosomes in many fish species
make this group a useful model to study the evolution
of vertebrate sex chromosomes [9,10]. However,
research involving chromosome painting in fish is rarely
performed because it is difficult to obtain the necessary
probes. The few available studies are focused on karyo-
typic [11,12] and sex chromosome evolution
[2,5,7,13-15]. The current literature suggests that a

variety of sex-determining mechanisms and sex chromo-
somes may have evolved independently in different fish
species.
Erythrinidae is a Neotropical fish family that is charac-

terized by species that have a wide variety of chromoso-
mal forms, as well as a wide range of distinct sex
chromosomes. The red wolf fish Erythrinus erythrinus
(EER) is karyotypically diverse among different popula-
tions, with four currently identified karyomorphs (A to
D) [16]. Karyomorph A is characterized by 2n = 54
chromosomes that have very similar karyotypic struc-
tures and the absence of heteromorphic sex chromo-
somes. Karyomorphs B, C and D share an X1X1X2X2/
X1X2Y sex chromosome system, but they can differ in
the diploid number and chromosomal morphology. Kar-
yomorph D has 2n = 52 chromosomes in females and
2n = 51 in males; previously published data suggests
that karyomorph D was derived from a karyomorph A-
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like system [17]. In fact, although there are differences
in the diploid number between karyomorphs A and D
and only karyomorph D has a differentiated X1X1X2X2/
X1X2Y sex system, they share a relatively similar karyo-
typic structure that is characterized by several acro-
centric chromosomes and a few bi-armed chromosomes.
Additionally, mapping of distinct classes of repetitive
sequences (5S rDNA, Cot-1 DNA, Rex3 and telomeric
repeats) in the centromeric region of the Y chromosome
indicated that a centric fusion between acrocentric pair
number 5 and 12 in karyomorph A led to the formation
of these sex chromosomes, in addition to the unpaired
X1 and X2 chromosomes in the male karyotype of kar-
yomorph D [17].
Similarly, the wolf fish Hoplias malabaricus (HMA)

also demonstrates significant karyotypic diversity and
well-defined population differences in the diploid num-
ber, chromosome morphology and sex chromosome
systems. Currently, seven easily distinguishable karyo-
morphs (A to G) have been identified [18]. Three well-
differentiated sex chromosome systems occur in this
group, namely XX/XY in karyomorph B, X1X1X2X2/
X1X2Y in karyomorph D and XX/XY1Y2 in karyomorph
G; additionally, karyomorph C has an early differentiated
XX/XY system [18,19]. Karyomorph D has 2n = 40
chromosomes in females and 2n = 39 chromosomes in
males; repetitive DNA chromosomal mapping suggests
that karyomorph D may have derived from a karyotype
similar to karyomorph C, which is characterized by 2n =
40 chromosomes in both sexes [19,20]. A conspicuous
proximal GC-rich heterochromatic/18S rDNA site,
which is present on the long arms of the X and Y chro-
mosomes in karyomorph C, is also located in the same
region on the X1 chromosome and the short arm of the
large Y chromosome of karyomorph D; this suggests
that the X1 and Y chromosomes of karyomorph D
derived from the XY chromosomes of karyomorph C. In
addition, the Y chromosome of karyomorph D shares
similar DNA sequences with chromosomes Y and 20 of
karyomorph C. Chromosomal pair number 20 in karyo-
morph C and its homolog in karyomorph D (X2) have
centromeric satellite 5S HindIII-DNA, as well as an
exclusive interstitial site that is present on the long
arms of the Y chromosome of karyomorph D, which is
the only non-centromeric location of this DNA
sequence in the entire karyotype. These data indicate
that this interstitial site is derived from the centromere
of chromosome 20, which was fused to the ancestral Y
chromosome in karyomorph C and resulted in the
dicentric Y chromosome currently present in karyo-
morph D [19]. Moreover, additional studies have shown
that this dicentric Y chromosome behaves as a stable
component of the karyotype having a correct segrega-
tion during meiosis [20].

In the present study, we analyzed the origin of the EER
and HMA X1X2Y sex chromosomes by performing chro-
mosome painting analysis with sex-chromosome-specific
probes established by microdissection. The X1 chromo-
some of HMA (karyomorph D) and the Y chromosome
of EER (karyomorph D) were microdissected and wcp-
FISH was performed on the EER (karyomorphs A and D)
and HMA (karyomorphs C and D) chromosomes. The
results characterized the chromosomes that gave rise to
the multiple sex determination systems and that both sex
systems originated from different autosomal pairs. Our
data provide new insights into the origin and evolution of
sex chromosomes in fish, which increases our under-
standing of vertebrate sex chromosome evolution.

Results
Hm-X1 probe hybridization to HMA chromosomes
In karyomorph C, the X1 chromosome-specific probe
(Hm-X1) hybridized to both of the X chromosomes in
females and the X and Y chromosomes in males (Figure
1). When the Hm-X1 probe was hybridized to karyo-
morph D, two chromosomes were completely painted in
females, corresponding to both X1 chromosomes; in
males, one chromosome was completely painted, corre-
sponding to the X1 chromosome, and half of another
chromosome was painted, corresponding to the Y chro-
mosome (termed neo-Y). No signal was observed on the
X2 chromosome (Figure 1). In general, there was a uni-
form signal for all of the sex chromosomes except X2,
which indicates that there is high homology between their
euchromatic and heterochromatic regions. Additionally,
faint hybridization signals were observed in the subtelo-
meric heterochromatic segments of some autosomes,
which may possibly be due to shared repetitive sequences.
These results suggest that the painted chromosome pair in
karyomorph C is the ancestral chromosome pair for the
sex chromosome system observed in karyomorph D.

Ee-Y probe hybridization to EER chromosomes
The Y-chromosome-specific probe (Ee-Y) completely
painted two chromosome pairs in both males and females
of karyomorph A (Figure 2), as well as the X1 and X2 chro-
mosomes in females and the X1, X2 and Y chromosomes
in males of karyomorph D (Figure 2). Weak signals were
observed in the subtelomeric heterochromatic segments of
some autosomes, which indicate that these chromosomes
may have similar repetitive sequences. These results sug-
gest that the painted chromosome pairs in karyomorph A
are the ancestral pairs for the sex chromosome system
observed in karyomorph D.

Reciprocal cross-species FISH
None of the distinguishable sex chromosomes in either
species displayed consistent hybridization signals with
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the cross-FISH experiments. In HMA, the Ee-Y probe
hybridized completely to a medium and small autosomal
submetacentric pair in males and females of karyo-
morphs C and D (Figure 1). In EER, the Hm-X1 probe
hybridized to a medium-sized autosomal acrocentric
pair in males and females of karyomorphs A and D (Fig-
ure 2). The reciprocal cross-species FISH experiments
(the Hm-X1 probe with EER and the Ee-Y probe with
HMA, respectively) clearly show that hybridization only
occurred with autosomes in all of the karyomorphs that
were analyzed.

Discussion
Origin of the sex chromosome systems in HMA
karyomorphs
The complete staining of both the X and Y chromo-
somes with an HMA-derived X1 probe for karyomorph
C indicates that these sex chromosomes are highly simi-
lar. These results confirm the previous hypothesis that
the XY chromosomes of HMA karyomorph C are at an
early stage of differentiation. Indeed, a previous study
has indicated that these chromosomes differ only by a

slight amplification of repetitive sequences on the X
chromosome [19].
When hybridized with HMA karyomorph D, the

HMA X1 probe painted both of the X1 chromosomes in
females, as well as the entire X1 chromosome and half
of the neo-Y chromosomes in males. However, we did
not detect hybridization with the X2 chromosome,
which indicates that the X1 and X2 chromosomes lack
sequence homology and are likely unrelated chromo-
somes. We hypothesize that the unpainted region of the
neo-Y chromosome corresponds to the X2 chromosome.
Thus, the multiple X1X2Y system in HMA originated
through a tandem fusion between the proto-Y chromo-
some conserved in karyomorph C and one autosome,
which created the large neo-Y chromosome that is char-
acteristic of karyomorph D and one additional unpaired
chromosome that was renamed X2 (see Figure 3).

Origin of the sex chromosome systems in EER
karyomorphs
For EER karyomorph D, the EER-derived Ee-Y probe
hybridized to the large metacentric Y chromosome, as
well as the entire acrocentric X1 and X2 chromosomes
in both male and female karyotypes. These results

Figure 1 Chromosome painting with the HMA-derived Hm-X1

(green) and EER-derived Ee-Y (red) probes. The probes
hybridized to the female and male metaphase chromosomes in
Hoplias malabaricus (HMA) karyomorphs C (2n = 40, XX/XY) and D
(2n = 40/39, X1X1X2X2/X1X2Y). Note that the Hm-X1 probe
hybridized completely to the poorly differentiated X and Y
chromosomes in karyomorph C, as well as the X1 chromosome and
a large extension of the neo-Y chromosome in karyomorph D. The
EER-derived Ee-Y probe entirely labeled two distinct submetacentric
autosomal pairs of HMA chromosomes. Scale bar = 5 μm.

Figure 2 Chromosome painting with the Hm-X1 (green) and
Ee-Y (red) probes. The probes hybridized to the female and male
metaphase chromosomes in Erythrinus erythrinus (EER) karyomorphs
A (2n = 54, both sexes) and D (2n = 52/51, X1X1X2X2/X1X2Y). Note
that the Ee-Y probe hybridized to four acrocentric chromosomes in
EER karyomorph A, as well as the X1, X2 and Y chromosomes in EER
karyomorph D. The HMA derived Hm-X1 probe hybridized to a
distinct autosomal pair in EER. Scale bar = 5 μm.
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indicate that the Y metacentric chromosome arose from
a centric fusion between two non-homologous acro-
centric chromosomes, which were renamed X1 and X2.
Additionally, the Ee-Y probe hybridized to four acro-
centric chromosomes in males and females of EER kar-
yomorph A. This indicates that the multiple sex system
of EER karyomorph D derived from a karyomorph A-
like ancestor through chromosomal rearrangements
involving a putative sex pair that was morphologically
undifferentiated and a pair of autosomes (see Figure 3).
Although the sex chromosomes remain cytogenetically
unidentified in karyomorph A, they are likely one of the
acrocentric pairs that was entirely stained by the Ee-Y
probe.
Thus, in both species, reorganizations between undif-

ferentiated or poorly differentiated sex chromosomes and
autosomes gave rise to the multiple sex chromosome

systems. Rearrangements between sex chromosomes and
autosomal pairs have previously been reported in several
organisms [3,16,17,21-24].
Chromosomal rearrangements during the evolution of

multiple sex chromosomes systems may reduce the need
for alternative mechanisms to suppress recombination at
breakpoint sites [25]. In the systems described here, the
tandem and centric fusions were crucial steps for the
origin of the X1X2Y sex systems in HMA and EER,
respectively; no further differentiation appears to have
occurred between the sex chromosomes within each
species. Thus, the primary chromosomal rearrangements
that occurred during the origin of these multiple sex
chromosome systems appear to have been sufficient to
fix the resulting chromosomes in the respective
populations.

Independent origin of X1X2Y sex systems in Erythrinidae
fishes
One interesting feature of fish sex chromosome biology
is that only a few species present cytogenetically differ-
entiated sex chromosomes. Nonetheless, XY sex systems
are not common in fish. Because both of the fish species
analyzed here are closely related and have similar multi-
ple sex chromosomes that were derived from incipient
XY systems, we were interested in comparing the origin
of both sex systems. Specifically, we were interested in
whether the systems independently evolved or formed
prior to the divergence of the Hoplias and Erythrinus
genera. We used reciprocal cross-species FISH with X
and Y probes to analyze the origin of the sex systems in
these two genera. The absence of a signal on the recog-
nizable sex chromosomes after inter-specific painting
clearly indicates that the X1X2Y chromosomes evolved
independently in each species and are not related.
Therefore, distinct ancestral XY chromosomes and auto-
somal pairs were involved in the formation of the multi-
ple sex chromosomes in each species (Figure 3).
Numerous heteromorphic sex chromosomes have

evolved independently in various plant and animal
lineages [26,27]. Moreover, comparative syntenic analy-
sis supports the hypothesis that sex chromosomes have
independently evolved in different vertebrate lineages
[28]. In fish, a previous study that used linkage analysis
with eight isolated sex-linked markers indicated that the
sex chromosomes of Oryzias javanicus are not homolo-
gous to those of any other Oryzias species [29-31]. Reci-
procal cross-FISH experiments using sex chromosome
probes within the genus Eigenmannia clearly indicated
that there is no homology between the X1X2Y and XY
systems, which suggests that these sex chromosomes
independently evolved [7]. Similar results have also been
reported for the salmonoid fish, where two paint probes
specific to the short and long arms of the Y

Figure 3 Overview of the proposed independent evolution of
the X1X2Y sex chromosomes in HMA and EER based on
karyotypic features and cross-FISH results with sex
chromosome wcp. (1) The HMA X1X2Y system originated by
tandem fusions between the poorly differentiated Y chromosome of
HMA karyomorph C and an autosome, which created the large neo-
Y chromosome in HMA karyomorph D. The unpainted extension of
the neo-Y corresponds to the ancestral homolog of the X2
chromosome, which lacks homology with the X1 chromosome. (2)
The same sex system in EER derived from a centric fusion between
a morphologically undifferentiated Y chromosome in EER
karyomorph A and an autosome, which gave rise to the large neo-Y
chromosome in EER karyomorph D. Although the XY chromosomes
have not been cytogenetically identified in EER karyomorph A, they
are presumed to be one of the two acrocentric pairs that wholly
hybridized to the Ee-Y probe. The chromosomes painted with the
Hm-X1 and Ee-Y probes are indicated in green and red, respectively.
Note that although the HMA and EER chromosomes share
sequence homology, the two sex chromosome systems have
evolved independently.
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chromosome of Salvelinus namaycush hybridized to two
different autosomal chromosome pairs in Oncorhynchus
mykiss and O. tshawytscha; again, these data indicate
that there is no homology between the sex chromo-
somes of these two closely related genera [2]. These
findings suggest that a variety of sex-determining
mechanisms and sex chromosomes have independently
evolved several times in the various fish genera. The
most plausible explanation for the independent origin of
sex chromosomes in fish is that different primary sex-
determining genes may have evolved on different sex
chromosomes, where an autosomal gene or a duplicated
gene copy acquired a new mutation and gave rise to
either male or female development; this would result in
a novel sex-determining gene and produce new sex
chromosomes from different autosomes [26].

Conclusions
In summary, we analyzed X1X2Y sex chromosome evo-
lution in HMA and EER fish species. Our data indicate
that there is a high plasticity of sex determination
mechanisms in fish. It is noteworthy that two cofamiliar
species with the same type of multiple sex chromosome
system that emerged from poorly differentiated XY sex
chromosomes have independently evolved and have
gone through distinct differentiation processes. This
data highlight the potential role of studies conducted in
fish models to better understand the process of verte-
brate sex chromosome evolution.

Methods
Specimens and chromosome preparation
In this study, we analyzed HMA samples of karyo-
morphs C and D, and EER samples of karyomorphs A
and D. We studied a total of 85 specimens (38 females
and 47 males). Overall, 8 HMA karyomorph C females
and 10 males were collected from the Bento Gomes
River (Poconé, Mato Grosso State, Brazil); 11 karyo-
morph D females and 12 males were collected from the
Monjolinho stream (São Carlos, São Paulo State, Brazil).
Additionally, 9 EER karyomorph A females and 12
males were collected from the Tietê River (Penápolis,
São Paulo State, Brazil), and 10 EER karyomorph D
females and 13 males were collected from the Pirangi
River (Parnamirim, Rio Grande do Norte State, Brazil).
The specimens were deposited in the fish collection of
the Cytogenetic Laboratory, Departamento de Genética
e Evolução, Universidade Federal de São Carlos, Brazil.
Mitotic chromosomes were obtained from cell suspen-
sions of the anterior kidney using the conventional air-
drying method [32]. Approximately 30 cells were ana-
lyzed per karyomorph to assess the diploid number. The
experiments followed ethical protocols, and anesthesia
was administered prior to sacrificing the animals.

Chromosome microdissection
Eighteen copies of the X1 chromosome and fifteen
copies of the Y chromosome were microdissected from
male HMA karyomorph D and EER karyomorph D
metaphase plates, respectively (Figure 4), using the
methodology previously described with minor modifica-
tions [33]. In contrast to the large metacentric Y chro-
mosome of EER, which is easily identifiable after
Giemsa staining, the HMA chromosomes were stained
with Chromomycin A3 to allow for precise identification
of the X1 chromosomes by identification of a differential
GC-rich heterochromatic block adjacent to the centro-
meric region on the long arm.
Briefly, the chromosome suspensions were dropped

onto pre-cleaned coverslips and subjected to regular
Giemsa or Chromomycin A3 staining. The microdissec-
tion was performed using an inverted microscope (Zeiss
Axiovert 135) with a sterile glass needle attached to a
mechanical micromanipulator (Zeiss). The glass needles
were prepared with a pipette puller model PB-7 (Nar-
ishige, Japan), and the chromosomes were transferred to
a micropipette containing a collection solution (10 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA
pH 7.5-8.0, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1.44 mg/ml proteinase K
and 30% glycerol). The solution was subsequently trans-
ferred to a 0.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 0.63 μl of
Sequenase buffer (USB), 0.4 μl of 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.6 μl
of 40 mM DOP primer (5’-CCGACTCGAGNNNNN-
NATGTGG-3’) and 3.37 μl of PCR water per sample.
The first eight cycles of DOP-PCR were conducted

using sequenase T7 DNA polymerase (USB, Cleveland,
USA) under the following program: 90°C for 1 min, 25°
C for 2 min and 34°C for 2 min. An initial denaturation
step at 92°C for 5 minutes was included to inactivate
the proteinase K. A sequenase mix (0.2 μl) containing
12 Uμl-1 T7 DNA polymerase and 1.75 μl of Sequenase

Figure 4 Multiple X1X2Y sex chromosomes of Hoplias
malabaricus (HMA) and Erythrinus erythrinus (EER). The X1
chromosome of HMA and the Y chromosome of EER that were
microdissected and used for probe construction for wcp-FISH
analysis are boxed.
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dilution buffer was added at each cycle during anneal-
ing. The reaction volume was increased to 50 μl by add-
ing 0.1 U Taq polymerase, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 20 μM DOP
primer, 25 mM MgCl2 and 34.23 μl of PCR water. Sub-
sequently, 33 additional cycles were conducted with the
following program: 92°C for 1 min, 56°C for 2 min, 72°C
for 2 min and a final 5 min extension step at 72°C.
We refer to these two probes as Hm-X1 (for the

HMA X1 probe) and Ee-Y (for the EER Y probe).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization
The Hm-X1 probe was PCR labeled with biotin-dUTP
(Roche) and the Ee-Y probe was labeled with Spectrum-
Orange dUTP (Vysis, Downers Grove, USA) with a 30-
cycle label-PCR with DOP primer using 1 μl of the pri-
mary DOP-PCR products as template DNA. The FISH
analyses were performed on metaphase chromosome
spreads from HMA (karyomorphs C and D) and EER
(karyomorphs A and D). The slides were prepared and
pre-treated as previously described [33] and denatured
in 70% formamide with 2 × SSC for 3 min at 72°C. For
each slide, 12 μl of hybridization solution (containing
0.2 μg of each labeled probe, 50% formamide, 2 × SSC,
10% dextran sulfate and 5 μg of salmon sperm DNA)
was denatured for 10 minutes at 75°C and allowed to
pre-hybridize for 1 h at 37°C. The samples were allowed
to hybridize for 16 h at 37°C in a moist chamber. Post-
hybridization, the samples were washed with 0.4 × SSC/
0.3% Igepal detergent (SIGMA) for 5 min at 73°C and 2
× SSC/0.1% Igepal for 30 s at room temperature. The
biotinylated Hm-X1 probe was detected with avidin-
FITC (Vector Labs, USA). The slides were counter-
stained with DAPI and mounted in an anti-fade solution
(Vectashield from Vector laboratories). Twenty meta-
phase plates per karyomorph were photographed with a
digital CCD camera (Olympus DP70) coupled to a fluor-
escence microscope (Olympus BX51).

List of abbreviations
2n: diploid number; DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; dNTP:
deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate; DOP-PCR: degenerate oligonucleotide
primed PCR; dUTP: deoxyuridine triphosphate; EER: Erythrinus erythrinus; Ee-
Y: Y chromosome-specific probe; FISH: fluorescence in-situ hybridization;
HMA: Hoplias malabaricus; Hm-X1: X1 chromosome-specific probe; SSC:
Sodium Chloride-Sodium Citrate buffer; PBS: Phosphate-buffered saline;
WCP: whole chromosome probe.
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